In this paper, theories on anisotropic crystal growth and crystallization of atropisomers are reviewed and a model for anisotropic crystal growth from solution containing slow inter-converting conformers is presented. The model applies to systems with growth-dominated crystallization from solutions and assumes that only one conformation participates in the solute integration step and is present in the crystal lattice. Other conformers, defined as the wrong conformers, must convert to the right conformer before they can assemble to the crystal lattice. The model presents a simple implicit method for evaluating the growth inhibition effect by the wrong conformers. The crystal growth model applies to anisotropic growth in two main directions, namely a slow-growing face and a fast-growing face and requires the knowledge of solute crystal face integration coefficients in both directions. A parameter estimation algorithm was derived to extract those coefficients from data about temporal concentration and crystal size during crystallization and was designed to have a short run time, while providing a high-resolution estimation. The model predicts a size-dependent growth rate and simulations indicated that for a given seed size and solvent system and for an isothermal anti-solvent addition crystallization, the seed loading and the supersaturation at seeding are the main factors impacting the final aspect ratio. The model predicts a decrease of the growth inhibition effect by the wrong conformer with increasing temperature, likely due to faster equilibration between conformers and/or a decrease of the population of the wrong conformer, if of low energy, at elevated temperatures. Finally, the model predicts that solute surface integration becomes the rate-limiting mechanism for high solute integration activation energies, resulting in no impact of the WC on the overall crystal growth process.
Introduction
The manufacture of small organic molecules with therapeutic values relies heavily on crystallization from solution. Crystallization, which is a purification and a separation step, is often the final step of drug substance manufacture. The product of crystallization is typically a population of individual crystals with distributed sizes and satisfying target quality attributes in terms of chemical and physical purity. In addition, physical properties such as Particle Size Distribution (PSD) and flowability are becoming part of the product quality attributes as both affect the end use of crystalline drug substances, i.e., drug product manufacturing.
Most organic crystals are anisotropic and the aspect ratio (or elongation factor) is often utilized as a descriptor of anisotropicity. Typically, two dimensions are sufficient to describe anisotropicity since these parameters were found to correlate well with powder flowability, which is one of the main the properties affecting drug product manufacturing. Crystal anisotropicity implies that at least two crystal
•
They usually require the knowledge of crystal structure data, which is usually not available for substances in early stage of development.
They are often valid under idealized conditions, often neglecting the effect of crystallization media and mixing (BFDH and AE theories) or assuming low supersaturation (models based on BCF theory).
They often assume a size-independent growth rate (MPB models, RGEC).
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As mentioned above, the aspect ratio is typically used as a habit descriptor. It requires the measurement of the PSD in two dimensions, i.e., large and small sizes. This approach allows simple determination of two characteristic sizes, typically via image analysis. However, since crystals are 3D objects, measurement of only two dimensions may seem intuitively insufficient. In practice, 2D PSD measurements were found to be sufficient to describe 2D sizes of crystals when the following approaches/assumptions are valid:
• Symmetry in the 3rd dimension (i.e., width equals to depth) [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] .
Neglecting the growth in the 3rd dimension because of negligible growth rate compared to the growth in the other two dimensions [42, 43] .
If the 3rd dimension is not reflected by the aspect ratio approach, the results deviate significantly from the actual crystal shape as reported by Patience and Rawlings [44] . If applicable, the approach of modeling crystal shape via only two characteristic crystal sizes offered simplicity so that other phenomena often occurring during industrial crystallization, such as nucleation, agglomeration and breakage, can be included in models for predicting crystal size and habit.
Models utilizing the aspect ratio approach to describe crystal habit are typically semi-empirical and require estimating kinetic parameters needed for the computation from experimental data. Hence, these models always require parameter estimation algorithms to extract kinetic parameters from experiment data. These models are usually based on the resolution of two-dimensional Population Balance Equations (2D-PBEs), along with mass and heat balances. Several 2D-PBEs models were presented in the last two decades with an approximately chronological increasing level of complexity. Puel et al. [45] proposed a two-dimensional PBE including nucleation and assuming size-independent growth rates and, later on, expanded it to include size-dependent growth rates through crystal size dependence of diffusion [46] . Mattews and Rawlings [47] presented a PBE-based model with size-independent crystal growth in which crystal shape was variable only due to breakage. 2D-PBE models including crystal breakage were also reported elsewhere [38, 39] . Briesens [40] presented a reduced system of PBEs considering a size-independent crystal growth and nucleation. Oullion et al. [43] reported a size-independent 2D-PBE, which includes secondary surface nucleation and contact nucleation to predict the sizes of the two main faces of plate-like crystals. Shoji and Takiyama [48] presented a 2D-PBE which includes the effect of temperature on crystal growth rate, allowing for the prediction of temperature profiles, resulting in improved aspect ratios. More complex MPBs for size-independent growth rate systems were developed by the group of Roberts [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] .
An additional complexity related to the crystallization of organic molecules is their ability to adopt multiple conformations due to rotation around σ-bonds which typically require energy barriers, E b , of less than 2 kcal/mol [49] , resulting in a large number of short-lived conformers. As a result, kinetics of conformation inter-conversion are typically fast compared to other phenomena occurring during nucleation and growth of organic molecules such as dessolvation, diffusion and surface integration. Therefore, historically, equilibration between conformers was rarely considered as impacting nucleation and crystallization kinetics [50] . However, there is steady growing evidence that improved potency of specific conformers under physiological conditions led to an increase in the focus on relatively stable conformers, as evidenced by recent reports [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] . Since crystallization is the main purification and separation unit operation in the development of new medicines, studies about molecular flexibility and the effect of the presence of conformation stability and conversion in solution on nucleation, crystal growth and polymorphism has also been steadily increasing [50, [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] .
If conformers in solution are relatively stable, resulting in a half-life that is sufficiently long compared to the NMR, solution NMR analysis can be utilized to detect and quantify conformations in solution [50, [83] [84] [85] .
Slow inter-converting conformers were first coined "atropisomers" by Kuhn [86] , who defined them as conformations in which free rotations are "frozen" or temporarily prevented by steric hinderance and/or intra-molecular interactions such as H-bonds. Oki [84] further refined the term "atropisomers" as conformers with a half-life of 1000 s or more. In practice, if different atropisomers result in different potencies and physiological responses, the long half-lives can result in atropisomers acting as de facto isomers within the timeframe of their ADME. Indeed, Laplante et al. [59, 60] classified atropisomers based on the effect of the species' half-life on drug developability: atropisomers with a long half-life and better drug/target specificity are more prone to development as they can provide targeted action before converting to less active atropisomers. On the other hand, developability is compromised for atropisomers with good activity but short half-life as they can convert to less active atropisomer (and possibly be eliminated) before reaching their target.
As mentioned above, in most cases, E b for conformational change is sufficiently low (Approximately ≤ 2 kcal/mol) to result in fast kinetics. As a result, molecules can easily adopt the conformation that crystallizes before integrating a crystal surface [80, [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] . Solute conformation is often changed during its transit from the bulk solution to the crystal surface integration sites, which can explain the occurrence of conformational polymorphism [70, 87, 90, [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] . It is generally accepted that the conformational change is affected by crystal surface forces which modify the conformation of the integrating species into the conformation that favors crystal packing [86, 87, 90, [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] . It was reported that in the absence of intramolecular H-bonds, crystal forces can distort molecules by up to 4.8 kcal/mol [79] . As a result, the presence of multiple conformers in solution is not expected to have an effect on crystal growth if the energy difference between conformers is low and in the range of 2 kcal/mol [49] . The formation of crystals with conformations present in low populations in solution was attributed to the effect of crystal forces on the solute conformation [79] . High-energy conformers often favor crystal packing due to their expected higher molecular surface area and, as such, their formation is facilitated by crystal forces [79] . Yu et al. [69] reported that the effect of crystal forces on conformational change diminishes for crystal lattices involving inter-molecular H-bonds. Crystal surface forces affecting the conformation of crystallizing solute were also reported for the crystallization of macromolecules [102] . Based on ab initio calculations, Allan et al. [103] reported that crystal packing may have moderate to low effect on solute conformation. However, results from ab initio calculation should be considered with cause as they depend upon on the computational approach and degrees of freedom considered [104] . Without reporting the E b , Bras et al. [105] reported that the conformation contained in the main polymorph of thioimidazole disulfide reported elsewhere [106] is present as a minor conformer in solution, suggesting the likelihood of the crystal surface affecting its conformation before crystallization.
Solvents can affect conformation de-solvation energies, which can impact growth rates [107] . In addition, solvents can affect E b , which affects the kinetics of conversion and the population of dissolved conformers [108] . Solvents can also stabilize conformers by dimerization [80] [81] [82] [109] [110] [111] , in particular, at elevated concentrations [112] and for molecules of low molecular weight [80] . Recently, it was reported that for Fenoxycarb, which exhibits several conformers with calculated E b ranging from 1.2 to 7.2 kcal/mol, solutions conformers were all different from four crystal conformers [113] . This result implicitly indicates a negligible effect of crystal surface on modifying the conformation upon crystallization when E b is below 10 kcal/mol.
For slow inter-converting conformers in solution, Petit et al. [114] reported that crystallization rates are enhanced if the dominant conformation in solution is the same as the crystal conformation. A recent account reported a decrease of three fold in crystal growth of an acetanilide derivative due to the presence of two distinct conformations in solution, indicating an effect of slow-interconverting conformers on crystal growth rates [115] . Recently, it was reported that weak solvent-solute can favor the presence of low-energy conformers in solution: The low-energy conformer of tolbutamide is stabilized in toluene by intramolecular H-bonds and dimerization, resulting in an increased challenge to crystallization, due an E b of ca. 14.3 kcal/mol was required to convert to more crystallizable conformers [111] .
The analysis of the prior art suggests that for relatively rigid molecules where a conformational change requires relatively high E b (>8-10 kcal/mol), the effect of crystal surface forces on the conformation of the integrating species is significantly decreased [50, 71, 90, 111] . In this situation, the solute must have the right conformation at the integration site and the conformation that crystallizes is expected to be present in solution for crystallization to occur in acceptable durations. Table 1 summarizes literature accounts of the crystallization of atropisomers with E b ≥ 10 kcal/mol. This data shows the presence of the same atropisomers in both solution and solids and supports the assumption that for systems with high E b , crystal forces have negligible effect on the conformation of the crystallizing species. (NR: Not reported, * Atropisomers were separated by chromatography before isolation by crystallization).
Mathematical Modeling
In this paper, we consider the crystal growth from solution containing two slow-interconverting conformers for simplicity. Only the conformation that is present in the crystal lattice, hereafter referred to as the "right conformer" (RC) is assumed to be involved in the solute integration step. The other conformation, defined as the "wrong conformer" (WC) must convert to the RC before it can be integrated on a growing crystal face. As a result, the overall process of crystal growth is assumed to follow four elementary steps in sequence, as shown in Figure 1 For well mixed solutions containing slow inter-converting conformers, surface diffusion was found to not limit the process [71] . Surface diffusion can be neglected because of the typical low required to achieve this step, found to be in the range of 1 to 2 kcal/mol [127] . In addition, solute dessolvation involves minimum enthalpy variation and hence, can also be neglected [128] . In contrast, for a conformational change in the case of atropisomers are typically higher than 10 kcal/mol [50, 84] and activation energies for solute integration typically lie in the range 5 to 25 kcal/mol [128] [129] [130] . Hence, film and surface diffusions and dessolvation can be neglected and the simplified overall process of crystal growth from solutions containing atropisomers can be described by the sequence of elementary processes shown in Figure 2 .
In the present work, we present a simplified model for anisotropic crystal growth from solutions containing slow inter-converting conformers and, in particular, atropisomers. The semi-theoretical model presented herein is concerned with systems where the main phenomena affecting overall crystal growth are equilibrium between conformers in solution and solute integration on crystal faces. Crystal habit is characterized by two main characteristic dimensions (i.e., length and width) and the growth of each face is dependent of the step advance velocity on the adjacent phase resulting in sizedependent growth.
Conformational interconversion typically follows first-order kinetics and is usually described by the constant of equilibrium between conformers (keq). As crystallization progresses, the concentration of the right conformer is depleted, forcing the equilibrium (A) to shift towards converting the WC to the RC, making it available for crystallization. As conformation inter-conversion and solute integration occur in sequence, the slowest step will dictate the kinetics to the overall process. For well mixed solutions containing slow inter-converting conformers, surface diffusion was found to not limit the process [71] . Surface diffusion can be neglected because of the typical low E b required to achieve this step, found to be in the range of 1 to 2 kcal/mol [127] . In addition, solute dessolvation involves minimum enthalpy variation and hence, can also be neglected [128] . In contrast, E b for a conformational change in the case of atropisomers are typically higher than 10 kcal/mol [50, 84] and activation energies for solute integration typically lie in the range 5 to 25 kcal/mol [128] [129] [130] . Hence, film and surface diffusions and dessolvation can be neglected and the simplified overall process of crystal growth from solutions containing atropisomers can be described by the sequence of elementary processes shown in Figure 2 . Since step A is an equilibrium, increasing the temperature should result in faster equilibration between conformers, which should decrease limitations that can be caused by conformational interconversion, resulting in this step being likely not limiting at elevated temperatures. Solution NMR's rotamers' coalescence (TRC) is indicative of faster equilibration between conformers and operating above TRC was found to be useful in achieving crystallization from solutions containing relatively rigid molecules [50] .
However, high temperatures typically result in higher solubilities, leading to lower supersaturation or even undersaturation, which prevents crystallization. Therefore, the temperature of crystallization should be carefully selected to minimize crystal growth limitation by conformation interconversion and to provide sufficient supersaturation to drive crystallization.
An additional (negative) effect of the presence of slow-interconverting conformers in solution on crystal growth is the possible growth inhibition by the WC. Indeed, and due to molecular similarity, wrong conformers can compete with the right conformers for active solute integration sites on crystal surfaces (kinks and steps), essentially acting as impurities or growth impostors. The adsorption of WC on integration sites can result in growth inhibition by the wrong conformers, In the present work, we present a simplified model for anisotropic crystal growth from solutions containing slow inter-converting conformers and, in particular, atropisomers. The semi-theoretical model presented herein is concerned with systems where the main phenomena affecting overall crystal growth are equilibrium between conformers in solution and solute integration on crystal faces. Crystal habit is characterized by two main characteristic dimensions (i.e., length and width) and the growth of each face is dependent of the step advance velocity on the adjacent phase resulting in size-dependent growth. Conformational interconversion typically follows first-order kinetics and is usually described by the constant of equilibrium between conformers (k eq ). As crystallization progresses, the concentration of the right conformer is depleted, forcing the equilibrium (A) to shift towards converting the WC to the RC, making it available for crystallization. As conformation inter-conversion and solute integration occur in sequence, the slowest step will dictate the kinetics to the overall process.
Since step A is an equilibrium, increasing the temperature should result in faster equilibration between conformers, which should decrease limitations that can be caused by conformational interconversion, resulting in this step being likely not limiting at elevated temperatures. Solution NMR's rotamers' coalescence (T RC ) is indicative of faster equilibration between conformers and operating above T RC was found to be useful in achieving crystallization from solutions containing relatively rigid molecules [50] .
An additional (negative) effect of the presence of slow-interconverting conformers in solution on crystal growth is the possible growth inhibition by the WC. Indeed, and due to molecular similarity, wrong conformers can compete with the right conformers for active solute integration sites on crystal surfaces (kinks and steps), essentially acting as impurities or growth impostors. The adsorption of WC on integration sites can result in growth inhibition by the wrong conformers, leading to an overall decrease of growth rate (cf. Figure 1) . The crystal growth model presented hereafter is based on Kossel's formalism [131] for crystal growth mechanisms where crystals are faceted and grow via step propagation on each face. The model is concerned with slow crystal growth under low supersaturation conditions, where surface nucleation is not significant. Under these conditions, new steps are created preferentially at the surface edges once the step has completed the attachment of one layer of solute on the face [131, 132] . This approach is one of the foundations of the one-step per face approximation utilized in the following model formulation. The other main assumptions of the following formulation are:
•
Low supersaturation is maintained during crystallization.
Crystal growth is the main phenomenon occurring (nucleation, agglomeration and breakage can be neglected).
Concentration is uniform in the crystallizer.
For growth-dominated processes, Bennema and Gilmer [133] established the following relationship for the step propagation velocity on a given face f:
where, -C int is the concentration at the interface film/surface; -V m is the solute molecular volume; -L m is the molecular length; -E aF is the activation energy for solute integration on face F; -λ oF is the distance between kinks on face F; -υ m is the molecular vibration frequency.
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For systems characterized by a slow solute integration step, solute diffusion between bulk solution and the crystal surface is not limiting in the overall kinetics and the solute concentration at the interface film/surface can be approximated to the bulk solute concentration. For crystal growth from solution containing slow-interconverting conformers, Equation (1) can be modified as follows to account for the equilibrium between conformers in solution and the growth inhibition affected by the wrong conformer [72] .
where -Ψ is the WC growth inhibition term (-);
k eq +1 is the is a parameter dependent on the equilibrium between conformers (-); -C m = V m L 2 m υ m is a parameter dependent on the solute.
In the case of the growth of the two main characteristic faces of a growing crystal, the size of a given face is dependent of the step propagation velocity of the adjacent face (cf. Figure 2) . Assuming that the growth inhibition factor (Ψ) is independent of crystal faces, Equation (2) can be simplified for steps propagating on faces L and faces W as follows:
and
where S is the absolute supersaturation. For the case of crystals with a rectangular shape and having a size distribution discretized in N classes, the increase of the length of faces L of crystals of class i (i varying between 1 and N) is a result of solute integration on the two faces W at the extremities of faces L. The completion of two layers of growth units on faces W results in the following increase in the length of face L (cf. Figure 3) :
where σ s is the step thickness assumed to be independent on crystal faces. The time required for a step to cover a face and the step thickness can be considered as very short [30] . Hence, Equations (5) and (6) can be combined to yield: = (7) The time required to complete one layer of solute integration on face W, resulting in an increase of 2σ s in length (L) can be expressed by:
where v saW is the step propagation velocity on face W i The time required for a step to cover a face and the step thickness can be considered as very short [30] . Hence, Equations (5) and (6) can be combined to yield:
Substitution of Equation (4) into Equation (7) yields the expression of the growth rate of face L of crystals of class i:
where k W is defined as the solute integration coefficient of faces W (i.e., fast-growing faces):
k W can be assumed constant for a given face and temperature if the distance between kinks (λ o ) is constant.
Similar reasoning applies to the increase of the thickness of crystals of class i. The resulting equation relating crystal growth rate of face W can be found to be:
Similarly, k L is defined as the solute integration coefficient of faces L (i.e., slow-growing faces):
Combination of Equations (8) and (10) yields:
Integration of Equation (12) between the limits L i0 to L i and W i0 to W i provides the relationship between the length and the width of crystals of class i:
where k e is the ratio of solute integration coefficients:
Substitution of Equation (13) in Equation (10) yields the expression for the width during crystallization:
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For growth-dominated processes assuming symmetry in the 3rd direction (i.e., width = depth), the mass of solute crystallized at time t writes:
where N i is the number of crystals in class i and N c is the number of size classes. Hence, the mass of solute still dissolved in solution is given as follows:
Consequently, the expression of the absolute supersaturation during crystallization is expressed by the following equation (in mol/m 3 ):
which, in the case of an isothermal anti-solvent crystallization is given as follows:
where AR is the anti-solvent addition rate defined as follows:
and x AS is the mass fraction of the anti-solvent in the solvent system. Resolution of Equations (8), (10), (13), (16) and (20) requires the estimation of growth parameters k L and k W , which are determined from experimental data at different temperatures.
For systems where the crystallizing conformer is a high-energy species, with increasing temperature, the population of the wrong conformer is expected to decrease and the equilibration rate between conformers is expected to increase. As a result, the growth inhibition effect and the effect of the equilibration between conformers on the overall growth rate should decrease with temperature.
Hence, higher values of Ψ are expected at higher temperature. Assuming that growth inhibition by the wrong conformer is independent of crystal faces, the ratio of WC inhibition factor between two temperatures T 1 and T 2 can be easily found to be the following:
where:
-F is an index referring to the face F (L or W);
is the ratio of solute integration coefficients of face F between temperatures T 1 
and T 2 ;
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is the ratio related to constant of equilibrium K between temperatures T 1 and T 2 .
Crystal growth inhibition due to integration of the WC, Θ RF , can be computed using Equation (22) at different temperatures, T 1 and T 2 . k F is expected to vary NLT 1 and the experimental measurement of k F at two temperatures is sufficient to extrapolate a trend in the typical temperature range for crystallization of organic substances from solution [73] . The activation energy for solute integration, E a , is expected to vary in the typical range for small organic molecules: 5 to 25 kcal/mol [128] [129] [130] and K R can be determined from solubility measurements and/or NMR analysis [50] . For systems where the WC is the low-energy conformer, a decrease of Θ f with temperature would indicate the likelihood of crystal growth inhibition by the WC.
Parameter Estimation
A parameter estimation algorithm to determine solute integration coefficients for crystal growth in two directions is presented. The algorithm requires that experimental data about temporal evolution of concentration (or supersaturation) and the aspect ratio at the end of the seed age and the final aspect ratio are available from a few experiments. We propose a parameter estimation algorithm based on minimizing the total error between computed and experimental concentrations during crystallization and aspect, which translates into the minimization of the following objective function:
where h final and s final correspond to the total number of experimental acquisition points for solute concentration and aspect ratio, respectively. Simplex refinement methods were fast to execute but often resulted in local minima for the objective function. This limitation is possibly due to the inherent local and sequential calculation principles of simplex methods.
Hence, we opted for an algorithm that scans the entire range of possible values of k L and k W in order to identify the global minima of the objective function. In order to improve resolution and shorten computation time, the following features were implemented within the parameter identification algorithm:
• Limit the scanning of k L to lower in the range of k W /3 to k W since k L must be lower than k W and computation results that returned unrealistically high aspect ratios for ratios k W /k L > 3. • Utilize a two-tier estimation algorithm with a 1st low-resolution estimation to narrow the location of the global minima followed by a high-resolution scan to identify the minima of the objective function.
These modifications resulted in major improvement of the parameter estimation algorithm with execution times shortened from several hours to ca. 5 to 20 min, depending on the length of the experiment utilized for the estimation. The parameter estimation algorithm flow chart is shown on 
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Simulation
Supersaturation, Crystal Size and Aspect Ratio
Estimated values of k L and k W are used in the resolution of Equations (8), (10), (13) and (15) , which can be solved numerically for any given condition to provide the variation of the 2D PSD and aspect ratio during crystallization. Process simulation was performed for different case scenarios in order to evaluate the impact of different crystallization parameters on the aspect ratio. The model was utilized to predict the evolution of the aspect ratio during crystallization and the final aspect ratio. It was applied to anti-solvent addition crystallization, comprising the following main steps:
• Dissolution of the solute in an appropriate solvent.
•
Addition of a given amount of anti-solvent to generate supersaturation. • Addition of seeds.
Aging of the seeds to consume supersaturation and increase the seed surface available for growth. • Addition of anti-solvent at given rate to drive crystallization to completion. Table 2 summarizes the crystallization conditions that are part of the possible design space of crystallization and which were used for the simulation. The results of the simulations are reported on Figure 6a ,b. The initial seed distribution utilized in the simulation had an aspect ratio of 1, i.e., L i0 = W i0. As shown in Figure 6a ,b, for all conditions selected, the model predicts that the supersaturation if fully consumed at the end of the seed age period. This corresponds to a leveling of the aspect ratio by the end of this period. On the other hand, as the 2nd addition of anti-solvent starts, supersaturation is created and growth is restarted, resulting in an increase in the aspect ratio. Simulations were performed utilizing the same seed PSD and the predicted curves of the evolution of aspect ratio during crystallization are shown in Figure 7 . The results indicate that for growth-dominated isothermal anti-solvent addition crystallization, the final aspect ratio is mostly impact by the seed loading and the supersaturation at seeding. The anti-solvent addition rate affects the evolution of the aspect ratio throughout the process but its effect on its final value is marginal. The effect of seed loading on the final aspect ratio is likely a reflection of the final crystal sizes (L and W). For low seed loading, single seed crystals grow to larger sizes compared to larger seed loading. The more the crystal grows, the higher the difference between the final length and width that is obtained. This translates into larger aspect ratios obtained for lower seed loadings. On the other hand, higher supersaturation at seeding results in larger differences between width and length of the crystal at the As shown in Figure 6a ,b, for all conditions selected, the model predicts that the supersaturation if fully consumed at the end of the seed age period. This corresponds to a leveling of the aspect ratio by the end of this period. On the other hand, as the 2nd addition of anti-solvent starts, supersaturation is created and growth is restarted, resulting in an increase in the aspect ratio. Simulations were performed utilizing the same seed PSD and the predicted curves of the evolution of aspect ratio during crystallization are shown in Figure 7 . The results indicate that for growth-dominated isothermal anti-solvent addition crystallization, the final aspect ratio is mostly impact by the seed loading and the supersaturation at seeding. The anti-solvent addition rate affects the evolution of the aspect ratio throughout the process but its effect on its final value is marginal. The effect of seed loading on the final aspect ratio is likely a reflection of the final crystal sizes (L and W). For low seed loading, single seed crystals grow to larger sizes compared to larger seed loading. The more the crystal grows, the higher the difference between the final length and width that is obtained. This translates into larger aspect ratios obtained for lower seed loadings. On the other hand, higher supersaturation at seeding results in larger differences between width and length of the crystal at the end of the seed age period, which in turn, results in a higher final aspect ratio. The computation can inform about ranges of RRSo and SL that would result in an Ar less than a given value, which would result in poor flowability.
Processes 2019, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 25 end of the seed age period, which in turn, results in a higher final aspect ratio. The computation can inform about ranges of RRSo and SL that would result in an Ar less than a given value, which would result in poor flowability. For example, if poor powder flow was found to be related to an aspect ratio above 2.8, the model's computation indicates that operating with a seed loading lower than 1.5% and a supersaturation at seeding above 100% are likely to result in final aspect ratios lower than 2.8, which, in turn, would result in acceptable powder flow and improved manufacturability of the drug product.
Crystal Growth Inhibition by the Wrong Conformer
Computation was performed for an isothermal anti-solvent crystallization of a substance, hereafter denoted A, which is present as two main conformations in solution. The constant of equilibrium between conformers at different temperatures for A was reported in a previous study [71] and solute integration factor for same substance was reported in [73] . The corresponding reduced constants, KR, and kRF are calculated and reported here in Figure 8 . For example, if poor powder flow was found to be related to an aspect ratio above 2.8, the model's computation indicates that operating with a seed loading lower than 1.5% and a supersaturation at seeding above 100% are likely to result in final aspect ratios lower than 2.8, which, in turn, would result in acceptable powder flow and improved manufacturability of the drug product.
Computation was performed for an isothermal anti-solvent crystallization of a substance, hereafter denoted A, which is present as two main conformations in solution. The constant of equilibrium between conformers at different temperatures for A was reported in a previous study [71] and solute integration factor for same substance was reported in [73] . The corresponding reduced constants, K R , and k RF are calculated and reported here in Figure 8 . Reduced growth inhibition factor by WC, Θ , is computed by scanning the activation energy for solute integration in the typical range expected for small organic molecules, 5 to 25 kcal/mol. Figure 9 summarizes the results of the computation of Θ for A, covering the expected range for Ea in the temperature range 20 to 50 °C, with the later considered as a reference temperature.
The computation shows that Θ decreases with decreasing temperature for low activation energies. However, for high activation energies the model predicts that Θ , is practically independent of temperature and equaling unity in the entire range of temperature. This result can be explained by the expectation that for high-energy activations, solute integration becomes the growthrate-limiting mechanism, resulting in no impact of growth inhibition by WC on the overall process. In addition, the model predicts that for low temperatures, the effect of growth inhibition decreases as the activation energy increases and here again the explanation described above applies. The model presented here can provide a rapid assessment of the possible inhibition effect by the wrong conformer once solute integration coefficients (kF) are determined from few experiments. Knowledge of Θ , is very useful in designing crystallization scaleable processes for relatively rigid molecules. For example, if Θ , is found to decrease significantly with temperature, cooling crystallization should be avoided or crystallization solvent(s) can be revisited to identify a solvent system that stabilizes the RC, hence increasing its population in solution and favoring its crystallization. Reduced growth inhibition factor by WC, Θ R , is computed by scanning the activation energy for solute integration in the typical range expected for small organic molecules, 5 to 25 kcal/mol. Figure 9 summarizes the results of the computation of Θ R for A, covering the expected range for Ea in the temperature range 20 to 50 • C, with the later considered as a reference temperature.
The computation shows that Θ R decreases with decreasing temperature for low activation energies. However, for high activation energies the model predicts that Θ R , is practically independent of temperature and equaling unity in the entire range of temperature. This result can be explained by the expectation that for high-energy activations, solute integration becomes the growth-rate-limiting mechanism, resulting in no impact of growth inhibition by WC on the overall process. In addition, the model predicts that for low temperatures, the effect of growth inhibition decreases as the activation energy increases and here again the explanation described above applies. The model presented here can provide a rapid assessment of the possible inhibition effect by the wrong conformer once solute integration coefficients (k F ) are determined from few experiments. Knowledge of Θ R , is very useful in designing crystallization scaleable processes for relatively rigid molecules. For example, if Θ R , is found to decrease significantly with temperature, cooling crystallization should be avoided or crystallization solvent(s) can be revisited to identify a solvent system that stabilizes the RC, hence increasing its population in solution and favoring its crystallization. 
Conclusions
The literature review indicates that crystallization of relatively rigid molecules has gained increased interest in recent years due to accumulation of evidence of improved potencies of given atropisomers. However, there is still a lack of models describing crystal growth of slow interconverting conformers from solution. In this paper, a model for anisotropic crystal growth from solutions containing atropisomers is presented. The approach considers a crystal-size-dependent growth rate and simplifies the overall crystal growth into two main sequential steps: Conversion of the wrong conformer to the right conformer followed by surface integration. The model computes crystal growth, supersaturation and aspect ratio and estimates the inhibition effect of wrong conformers on crystal growth. The resolution requires the knowledge of solute integration coefficients of the two main crystal faces, namely fast-growing and slow-growing faces. A parameter estimation algorithm was derived to determine those coefficients from experimental data regarding transient concentration and aspect ratio. Model computations showed that for isothermal anti-solvent crystallization and for a given seed size, seed loading and supersaturation at seeding are the main factors affecting the final aspect ratio. Computation showed that increasing the temperature leads to decrease of the growth inhibition effect by the wrong conformer. This is possibly due to the combination of two effects: (a) Fast equilibration between conformers at elevated temperatures, (b) decrease of the population of low energy wrong conformer at high temperature.
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